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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Each topic do opportunities & constraints. Opp = look in more detail at thermal comfort, daylighting, air tightness, flush outs, nat vent?. Constraints = mech vent back up, flush out times, 




Agenda



 

What is ‘IEQ’?


 

Overview of IEQ Credits


 

Natural Ventilation


 

Building Flush Outs


 

Air Tightness


 

Thermal Comfort


 

Daylight & Views

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Will not be looking at what you need to do to achieve points  for each IEQ credit - you can do that yourself or in one of the inevitable LEED checklist meetings that most projects have. Instead will be looking at the design opportunities and constraints that arise from implementing each of the credits, in particular the topics listed here which often have the most impact on the design and systems of a building.



What Is IEQ?

"Indoor Environmental Quality," as the name 

implies, simply refers to the quality of the air 

in an office or other building environments
www.cdc.gov

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What is IEQ? Well, for one, DO NOT confuse IEQ with IAQ…. IEQ covers a much broader range of issues than IAQ and is not SIMPLY about the air quality.  Even the CDC is confused….




What Is IEQ?



 

Air Quality


 

Air Quantity


 

Thermal Comfort


 

Visual Quality 


 

Daylight quantity, quality, 
distribution (glare)



 

Acoustic Quality 


 

noise levels, pollution

Presenter
Presentation Notes
IEQ is about the whole environment of the space in question.  (Look around the room we are in today….. Our comfort in this room is not just about whether there is an acceptable level of contaminants or not)  See $ stats for savings in productivity etc from improved IEQ




What Is IEQ?

GSA Workplace Performance Study

Energy Savings and Performance Gains in GSA Buildings, 

GSA Public Buildings Service, March 2009

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A GSA study on workplace performance looked at a number of different topics to do with the Indoor environment of their buildings, the list of which is a much better indication of the scope of IEQ
They missed out acoustics which is interesting because anyone who has ever worked on the design of an office building knows how particular people are about others overhearing their conversations… and you’d think it would be especially important in buildings where anything to do with the federal governmental matters is being discussed….



Why is it Important?



 

Occupant Satisfaction


 

Lower rate of employee turnover


 

Tenant satisfaction


 

Worker Productivity


 

Less absenteeism


 

Energy Efficiency


 

Lower operating costs


 

Improved Operations, Systems


 

Lower maintenance costs

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In Europe, a larger number of construction projects are government or EU-funded, and as a result are highly visible to the general public and must demonstrate both long-term sustainability and a high standard of occupant comfort and satisfaction, so the building occupants are much more influential in the design process.  Here in the US design decisions are primarily driven by first costs, and increasingly life-cycle costs. The benefits of improved IEQ can all be tracked back to improved LCC, as long as the key decision makers look outside the box of strictly HVAC-related costs.
Per BOMA - commercial real estate tenants are least satisfied with HVAC



“…implementing these [IEQ] strategies across 
GSA’s portfolio can yield more than 500 million 
kWh per year of energy savings.”

Seven Strategies for Better Performance, 
GSA Public Buildings Service, March 2009

“Over 90% of the total operating cost of 
commercial office buildings is attributed to the cost 
of employee salaries”

The Impact of Ventilation on Productivity
Center for the Built Environment, UC Berkeley, CA.

Why is it Important?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Energy costs AND HR costs




What Is IEQ?



 

Air Quality


 

Air Quantity


 

Thermal Comfort


 

Visual Quality 


 

Acoustic Quality 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So as engineers and designers, what should we most be concerned about in terms of IEQ?  Lets look again at all the parameters covered by the IEQ umbrella




What Is IEQ?



 

Air Quality CO2 , CO, NOx , SOx



 

Air Quantity cfm, ach, fpm


 

Thermal Comfort DBT, Stratification, RH


 

Visual Quality Fc, Contrast Ratio


 

Acoustic Quality dB, RT





 

Dynamic Conditions need Dynamic Analysis

Red, and blue  arrows…
can be misleading!

What Is IEQ?

VE-Pro MicroFlo simulation output
© Integrated Environmental Solutions (IES)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Example of how IEQ is often misrepresented… red, blue and yellow arrows in a 2D depiction of complex 3D conditions



LEED IEQ Credits



 

Improved ventilation 


 

Even if it increases energy use



 

Managing air contaminants


 

ETS, CO2, Particulates



 

Specifying less harmful materials


 

Allowing occupants to control 
desired settings



 

Providing daylight and views

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let look at the topics covered by the LEED IEQ credits



Space Type Definition



 

Regularly Occupied


 

Occupants are seated or standing as they work


 

Spaces occupied for at least 1 hour/day for 
educational teaching, learning or work-related 
activities

Presenter
Presentation Notes
One of the key points to consider early on in a project is which spaces are considered reg occupied, affects area calculations, particularly the daylight credits… and is an example of one of the areas of the design process that is often purely driven by the hunger for points versus thoughts on what is best for the experience of being in a building. 





Space Type Definition



 

Non-Regularly Occupied


 

Spaces that occupants pass through and are NOT 
used regularly for at least 1 hour/day



 

Corridors, entrances, stairs, locker rooms, 
auditoriums (…project dependent?)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In some buildings locker rooms and auditoriums may be regularly used for >1hr per day (school assembly…) so check your project schedules



IEQ Pr1: Min Indoor Air Quality Performance 
IEQ c2: Increased Ventilation



 

Opportunities


 

Natural Ventilation, Mixed-mode ventilation


 

Increase OA ventilation rates by min 30%


 

Constraints


 

Increased energy use, especially in the CO climate

“Compared with the personnel costs of the 
occupants, any premium associated with ensuring 
IAQ is insignificant” LEED Reference Guide

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So lets start looking at some of the credits in more detail, focusing not on the actual calculations or compliance but instead on the opportunities and constraints presented by complying with each one



Natural Ventilation

Chartered Institute of Building Engineers (CIBSE) 
AM10-2005: Natural Ventilation in Non-Domestic Buildings


 

Developing the Design Strategy


 

Ventilation Components, System Integration 


 

Design Calculations 


 

Establishing the required flow rates 


 

Selecting a ventilation design tool 


 

Design procedures


 

Input data requirements and selection 


 

Reservoir Effect


 

www.cibse.org

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Although the ASHRAE standards give criteria for apertures and thermal comfort conditions,  and the ASHRAE fundamentals book gives qualitative criteria for the placement of apertures, they do not give specific design guidance for NAT VENT spaces.  
Natural ventilation has been included in modern office buildings in Europe for many years, greater cultural acceptance of temperature fluctuations versus the US norm of a constant temperature year round.

most often referenced document for designing natural ventilation systems = CIBSE ‘Natural Ventilation in Non-Domestic buildings’. 
LEED EQ credit 2 – references a flow diagram to determine whether natural ventilation is appropriate for the project.






Question Issue

Code 
Conflicts?

Fire codes, Federal Buildings Anti- 
Terrorism Force Protection (ATFP) 
Standards, OSHP etc

Macroclimate 
conditions?

Diurnal and Annual  ranges
e.g. Outdoor Air Temp  60°F - 80°F, 
and Relative Humidity < 70% 
for minimum of  30% of annual 
occupied hours

Control of 
Envelope and 
Interior Loads?

Keep internal loads within the cooling 
capacity of the climate.
e.g. max 4 W/sf of solar gain and
max 2 W/sf of internal heat loads 
(people, lights, equipment) in 
naturally conditioned spaces

Jean Marie Tjibaou Cultural Center, New Caledonia
Photo courtesy of Renzo Piano Building Workshop

Natural Ventilation 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
ISSUES TO CONSIDER
1ST ask the question is natural ventilation is appropriate for your project because there are climates, building types and user groups for which it will not be.

Code issues - specific to the location of the project and the building type
control of interior loads is needed - cooling capacity of a natural ventilation system will be lower and less predictable than a mechanical ventilation system, analyze climate conditions to identify the % of annual occupied hours nat vent is feasible. 
Denver - natural ventilation + passive solar strategies = comfort conditions maintained >65% of annual working hours, less for the colder parts of Colorado.

ATFP – for bldgs with DOD personnel
OSHPD – health care facilities



Question Issue

Site Context? Adjacent sources of noise, pollution, 
security concerns (cars, industrial 
plants, exhaust streams)

Envelope 
Design?

Per ASHRAE 62.1-2010:
Window opening area equal to min 
4% of net occupiable floor area.

Space 
Planning?

Unobstructed air path throughout the 
building, not impacted by future 
changes in partition or furniture 
layout

Client & User 
Cooperation?

Identify occupant responsibility for 
windows, controls
Set client expectations – comfort, 
acoustics, O&M

St Stephens School, Algester, Queensland, Australia
Photo courtesy of Fairweather Proberts Architects

Natural Ventilation 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
These issues = the importance of integrated design, a topic that could easily fill a presentation by itself. 
Note: involvement of the client and eventual user-group
Up-front awareness of the need for occupant education and adaptation




Natural Ventilation 



 

Design Strategies


 

Narrow floor plates


 

Operable windows


 

Wind catchers / wind towers


 

Cool towers, shower towers


 

Solar chimney



Compliance

Zone Occupancy 
Category

Zone 
Population

Zone Area

e.g. VAV-1 e.g. Office Pz Az

Including "Increased Ventilation % if IEQc2 is required (30%)"

Outdoor Air Flow 
Rates

OA Required at 

 
Breathing Zone (cfm)

Air Distribution 

 
Effectiveness

Room 

 
Supplied 

 
OA Rate 

 
62.1 Min 

Design 

 
Case 

 
Supplied 

 
OA Rate

Rp

 
cfm/person

Ra

 
cfm/ft2

Vbz

 

= (Rp

 

*Pz

 

) + (Ra

 

*Az

 

) Ez, 

 
Cooling

Ez, 

 
Heating

Voz

 

= 

 
Vbz

 

/Ez

Voz 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What we look for when reviewing LEED submittals…



Compliance

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Ask audience – what was hard, any lessons learned or changes in design approach?



IEQ c1: Outdoor Air Delivery Monitoring



 

Opportunities - Demand Control Ventilation


 

Highest energy savings in buildings with fluctuating 
occupancy, high occupant density 
(e.g. retail stores and sports facilities)



 

Greater savings in heating mode than cooling 
mode (good for CO climate)



 

Synergies with RH control


 

Improvements in technology, 
reduced costs



 

Peak demand savings

Presenter
Presentation Notes
CO2-based DCV can operate in conjunction with economizers or other systems that introduce outdoor air into a building for heating or cooling. However, energy savings may be less where economizers are in use, depending on climate, occupancy schedule, and building type. 
Buildings that use evaporative cooling may not benefit from DCV during the cooling season, and those that use heat exchangers to transfer heat between incoming and outgoing air may not realize significant energy savings 
Case studies generally show greater savings for heating than for cooling in all climates. Heating savings are greatest where heating the ventilation air accounts for a large portion of the energy demand. A building with exchangers to transfer heat between incoming and exhaust air has less potential for savings from DCV because the heat exchangers reduce the energy penalty of ventilation air 



IEQ c1: Outdoor Air Delivery Monitoring



 

Constraints - Demand Control Ventilation


 

Climate Characteristics
Reduced energy savings with heat exchangers, 

evaporative cooling
Economizer overrides DCV



 

Initial costs 


 

Maintenance costs

Presenter
Presentation Notes
If CO2 sensors fail they bring more air into the building so must be maintained!
The Aircuity system is one approach to regular calibration (only one sensor in a building with lots of tubes that sample air) otherwise regular calibration is needed




IEQ c1: Outdoor Air Delivery Monitoring



 

Constraints - Demand Control Ventilation


 

OA supply must have automatic reset capabilities


 

Upgrade AHU in older buildings



 

Not for spaces with high levels of contaminants 
unrelated to human occupancy
Labs
 Industrial Buildings

Presenter
Presentation Notes
CO2-based DCV can operate in conjunction with economizers or other systems that introduce outdoor air into a building for heating or cooling. However, energy savings may be less where economizers are in use, depending on climate, occupancy schedule, and building type. 
Buildings that use evaporative cooling may not benefit from DCV during the cooling season, and those that use heat exchangers to transfer heat between incoming and outgoing air may not realize significant energy savings 
Case studies generally show greater savings for heating than for cooling in all climates. Heating savings are greatest where heating the ventilation air accounts for a large portion of the energy demand. A building with exchangers to transfer heat between incoming and exhaust air has less potential for savings from DCV because the heat exchangers reduce the energy penalty of ventilation air 



IEQ c1: Outdoor Air Delivery Monitoring



 

Compliance


 

List all areas at occupancy > 25 people per 1,000sf


 

Locate sensors to accurately represent CO2 
concentrations in each room / zone



 

CO2 sensors must be 3 – 6ft above the floor level


 

Locate ‘direct OA flow monitoring device’ 
at every OA intake



 

Accuracy +/- 15% of min OA flow rate

CO2

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What we look for in reviews



IEQ c2: Increased Ventilation



 

Opportunities


 

Increase OA ventilation rates by min 30%


 

Constraints


 

Increased energy use, especially in CO climate


 

Mechanical back-up system for natural ventilation

“Compared with the personnel costs of 
the occupants, any premium associated 
with ensuring IAQ is insignificant”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Since in CO, there are lots of times of the year when we run on economizer mode, increases ventilation is no problem as this is the way the sequence is written.  There are increased energy costs for times when we are at minimum damper position because it is too hot or cold to be in economizer mode.  When we have run increased ventilation in the energy simulation, we generally see a small % increase in energy.  In humid climates this would have greatest energy penalty.
Be prepared for some pushback on increased ventilation since mechanical engineers know the two strategies of high performance and more ventilation are contradictory.  You should say something about balancing these.




IEQ c3: Construction IAQ Management Plan



 

Opportunities


 

Health and safety of construction workers


 

Health and safety of building occupants 



 

Constraints


 

Building flush-outs!



Building Flush-Outs



 

Required duration of flush out


 

Do calculations as early as possible - DD phase


 

Impact on construction schedule


 

Systems with low OA capacity will require a long 
flush-out (can be ~ 120 days!)



 

Timing of flush-out


 

Construction 100% complete


 

Pre-occupancy


 

Sequencing of Trades



Building Flush-Outs



 

Indoor Air Conditions


 

DBT > 60degF 


 

RH < 60%


 

Weather monitoring or BAS trending



 

Photographs


 

SMACNA IAQ Guidelines for 
Occupied Buildings under Construction



 

5 conditions


 

‘Photo Log’ = dated photo’s 
of every condition

Presenter
Presentation Notes
gbci strict on pictures of every one of the conditions



Building Flush-Outs



 

SMACNA: 5 Conditions


 

HVAC protection


 

Source control


 

Pathway interruption


 

Housekeeping


 

Scheduling

Presenter
Presentation Notes
gbci strict on pictures of every one of the conditions



Building Flush-Outs

Lessons learned: 


 

Do Flush Out Calculations Early


 

GSHP system- low OA capacity


 

Flush out calcs completed at a late stage


 

120 day flush out required


 

Forced more air into the building using rented fans, 
taping off half of return air registers



 

7 zones, each with a different duration


 

Flush-out reduced to 5-28 days running 24/7

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Transpo, large veh maint bays and small office area, OA vol for office was small so GSHP system was small. 120 day flush out reqd.
Engineer reworked the calcs based on forcing more air into the system
Brought it down to 125 -660 hrs, = 5-28 days running 24/7



Building Flush-Outs

Lessons learned: 


 

Monitor Indoor Air Temp, RH


 

Allow for buffer time in flush-out period


 

Contractor used weather data to prove 60degF, 
60% RH was met over entire flush-out



 

Temperatures were tracked but not examined


 

Rain period increased RH for 4 of 14 days


 

USGBC comments received one month after 
occupancy



 

Credit denied….

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Need to add in buffer time for bad weather AND monitor temp and RH, don’t just track it



IEQ c4 & 5: Control of Indoor Pollutants



 

Permanent Entryway Systems


 

Dedicated Exhaust , chemicals use areas


 

> MERV 13 for regularly occupied spaces


 

supply and return air streams



 

Containment of hazardous 
liquid wastes

Chemical use areas: 
areas where chemicals are stored 
or used, including green cleaning 
products in janitor’s closets

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Requirements of c5



IEQ c4 & 5: Control of Indoor Pollutants



 

Permanent Entryway Systems


 

Dedicated Exhaust


 

> MERV 13 for regularly occupied spaces


 

supply and return air streams



 

Containment of hazardous 
liquid wastes

Chemical use areas: 
areas where chemicals are stored 
or used, including green cleaning 
products in janitor’s closets

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Requirements of c5
Care to speak about a comparison between MERV 13 and MERV 11?  MERV 13 has higher $$ and increased fan static.  What applications really need this?  I don’t know why USGBC chose MERV 13 when MERV 11 is minimum required in ASHRAE 62…






 

GSA estimated annual energy savings 


 

2% from MERV 13 
or greater



 

30% from regular 
replacement of filters 

IEQ c4 & 5: Control of Indoor Pollutants



IEQ c4 & 5: Control of Indoor Pollutants



 

Opportunities


 

Improved IAQ, occupant health


 

Increased life cycle of HVAC components when 
HPA filters maintained



 

Options, e.g. electrostatic filters


 

Constraints


 

Filtration conflicts with 
passive ventilation strategies



 

Ventilation conflicts with 
air-tightness goals

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Care to learn more about alternatives to pleated filters for MERV 13 like electro static?




IEQ c4 & 5: Control of Indoor Pollutants

System Pro’s Con’s

Mechanical 
Ventilation

Potential for high levels of 
air filtration (MERV 13+)

Cost and health issues from 
poorly maintained ducts
Increased energy use - fans

Natural / Passive 
Ventilation

No risk of duct 
contamination
Energy efficient – no fans!

No defense mechanism 
against external pollutants

Highly dependent on site location (external sources of pollutants), and
building type (internal IAQ control needs)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Mechanical Systems can achieve high levels of filtration, but (lack of) duct cleanliness is directly linked to poor air quality
Nat vent systems don’t have the risk of duct-contaminants, but in some locations unfiltered OA may be polluted (urban setting)
Increased filtration  = increased system pressure drops, makes it harder to use passive downdraft towers



Center for Global Ecology, Stanford, CA
www.cbe.berkeley.edu

Zion National Park Visitors Center, Utah
www.nrel.gov/docs

Passive Ventilation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Increased filtration  = increased system static pressure = makes it hard to use passive downdraft systems




System Pro’s Con’s

Air Tight 
Envelope

Highly-Insulating Health issues from low 
ach

Increased 
Ventilation

High ventilation rates, 
improved IAQ

Increased heating and/or 
cooling loads

Highly dependent on climate (heating and cooling requirements), and
building type (internal IAQ control and thermal comfort requirements)

Air Tightness

Presenter
Presentation Notes
R-values reaching theoretical maximum
Infiltration has greater impact on energy performance
Energy Efficiency vs IAQ….. again
Pro’s and con’s dependent on climate and building type



Air Tightness



 

Infiltration impacts on IEQ


 

Condensation, mold


 

46% of heating energy, 26% of cooling energy in 
buildings added due to infiltration



 

Drafts, unpredictable internal temperatures


 

Manage expectations of client, FM


 

Building Enclosure Commissioning

Presenter
Presentation Notes
LEED doesn’t address air leakage, that’s why the energy performance of LEED buildings is so varied.  Need Blg enclosure CX



IEQ c6.1 Controllability of Systems



 

Occupant education


 

Facilities Manager cooperation


 

Client expectations

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Occupant education, fac manager cooperation is key – Stockton call center with phone books on diffusers because no one knew they could adjust their floor diffuser.  Seattle office building with FM waiting for call from ‘who wants to be millionaire’, lay-offs, everyone really cold, FM didn’t want to be interrupted…





 

Lighting Controls
Time limit on manual override
 Internal blinds - avoid ‘blinds down, lights on’
Be specific about control 

thresholds, % dimming

IEQ c6.1 Controllability of Systems

Presenter
Presentation Notes
More and more interaction of occupants with the building = greater control = greater X factor of how it will perform annually





 

Thermal Comfort Controls
Operable windows 

red light/green light, auto close at night
Floor diffusers 

regular maintenance
Thermostats 

time limit on manual 
override

IEQ c6.1 Controllability of Systems

Presenter
Presentation Notes
More and more interaction of occupants with the building = greater control = greater X factor of how it will perform annually



IEQ c7.1 Thermal Comfort Design



 

Opportunities


 

Natural ventilation


 

Passive-assist ventilation


 

Adaptive comfort



 

Constraints


 

Radiant asymmetry


 

Internal loads


 

Direct solar gain on 
floor-based systems



 

Client expectations

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Especially important to look at adaptive comfort and wider range of comfort conditions to tighten energy use
Heating dominated climate in CO, but also high summer temps…




IEQ c7.2 Thermal Comfort Verification



 

Opportunities
Trouble-shooting of HVAC system
Feedback for the design team



 

Constraints
Timing (6-18 months post-occupancy)
Survey responses may 

not be relevant to HVAC!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Survey responses from HOK POE study…. Many were channeling dissatisfaction with the work environment not the physical environment




Thermal Comfort



 

Thermal comfort and visual comfort
Daylight = solar heat gain
Glazing area and SHGC tuned per orientation



 

Thermal Comfort and durability 
of systems, assemblies
Consider solar gain in 

dewpoint analysis of envelopes



Thermal Comfort



 

Analysis
ASHRAE Thermal Comfort Tool
Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD)



 

Documentation
Met, clo
Air temp, mean radiant temp
Relative humidity
Air Speed
For all conditioned spaces



Thermal Comfort



 

Design Issues


 

Thermal stratification


 

Solar gain


 

Radiant Asymmetry


 

Bath tub effect



 

Systems


 

Displacement ventilation


 

Radiant systems

VE-Pro MicroFlo simulation output
© Integrated Environmental Solutions (IES)



Daylight & Views



 

Opportunities


 

Controlled passive solar gain in winter


 

Reduced dependence on electric lighting



 

Constraints


 

User behavior


 

Responsibility for control in 
multi-occupant spaces



 

Thermal integrity of envelope

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Especially important to look at adaptive comfort and wider range of comfort conditions to tighten energy use
Heating dominated climate in CO, but also high summer temps…




Daylight and Views



 

Glazing Performance


 

Maximize Tvis for daylight


 

Minimize Tvis for vision glazing


 

Tune glazing per orientation and function 
vision glazing vs daylight glazing



 

Discuss early and often 
with the Architect and 
daylight analyst

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Avoid last minute surprises on glazing types



IEQ Summary



 

Calculation Method


 

Simulation vs calculation



 

Calculation Timing


 

As early as possible



 

Documentation


 

As detailed as possible


 

Measurement and monitoring



 

Client Expectations


 

Think IEQ not IAQ



QUESTIONS? 

Rachel Bannon-Godfrey 
rachel@ambient-e.com

mailto:rachel@ambient-e.com
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